IT ALL STARTED WHEN NORMAN HAHN, AT AGE 12, Began tinkering around with a hand jigsaw. BY 18, he and brother Sam opened the original kitchen cabinet making shop, which is still standing today across the street from the Conestoga plant. Early on, a local builder challenged the brothers to do the unheard of — install a kitchen in one day. If they could do it, he would give them all of his work. Norman and Sam met the challenge and laid the foundation for what would become the leading custom wood cabinet door and components manufacturer in the world, with a complete and on-time delivery record that is second to none.
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We WORK HARD to give customers WHAT THEY WANT.
A defining moment occurred early in our history when a particularly demanding customer kept sending doors back, claiming he needed a more durable product. After months of attempts rather than walk away from the man’s business, the company decided to persevere and satisfy this customer. We felt if we could keep him happy, we could keep any customer happy. The company persisted and came up with a solution to increase our product durability. When we went back to the customer with a better-constructed product, Conestoga not only had a satisfied customer, we had a new process that became a standard for our industry. And most importantly, established a set of values that still prevails today.
CUSTOMERS shake their heads when we tell them Conestoga ships COMPLETE and ON-TIME over 99% of the time.
Even customers who have a hard time believing any company’s record could be that good, recognize we are the best in the business. Complete and on-time delivery is critically important to our customers. They depend on us to deliver what we promise. It’s simple. We refuse to let them down. We try to put ourselves in the customers’ shoes and ask what we can do to help them build their businesses. Our goal is to serve our customers to their satisfaction. We’re always trying to do better.
It starts with an attitude that says we can make anything you can dream. From hand selected wood to craftsmanship in construction to hand-wiped finishing, our reputation is ingrained in each door we make.
All products on this page are shown in premium cherry with a natural finish and a brown glaze.

**CRP-10**
- **EP:** C-2
- **PR:** Slant
- **FB:** Regular
- **DF:** CRP-10

**CRP-20**
- **EP:** PRS-2
- **PR:** G-Cove
- **FB:** Ogee
- **DF:** Slab

**CRP-30**
- **EP:** H-2
- **PR:** Slant
- **FB:** Regular
- **DF:** #10

**CRP-90**
- **EP:** L-149
- **PR:** Presidential
- **FB:** Elite
- **DF:** CRP-10

**NORMANDIE**
- **EP:** L-772
- **PR:** P-317
- **FB:** Standard
- **DF:** Normandie
- 1” thick only

**PROVENCE**
- **EP:** L-780
- **PR:** P-320
- **FB:** Standard
- **DF:** Provence
- 1” thick only

**EP** | **FB** | **PR** | **DF**
------|-------|-------|-------
Edge Profile | Framing Bead | Panel Raise | Drawer Front
TW-10
EP: PRS-2  PR: 1/4” Plywood
FB: Regular  DF: TW-10

TW-10522
EP: L-149  PR: 9/16” Plywood
FB: Standard  DF: TW-10522

TW-10751
EP: LC-Inset  PR: 1/4” Plywood
FB: Standard  DF: TW-10751

TW-10916
EP: H-2  PR: 9/16” Plywood
FB: Standard  DF: TW-10916

TW-PRESIDENTIAL MITER
EP: PRS-2  PR: 1/4” Plywood
FB: Standard  DF: TW-Presidential Miter

STOCKBRIDGE
EP: Machine  PR: 1/4” Plywood
FB: Square  DF: Stockbridge

EP | Edge Profile  FB | Framing Bead  PR | Panel Raise  DF | Drawer Front
All products on this page are shown in hard maple with a ginger finish and a brown glaze.

CRP-10 MITER
EP: J-2 PR: G-Cove
FB: Ogee DF: CRP-10 Miter

CRP-10318
EP: Standard PR: RM
FB: Standard DF: CRP-10318

CRP-10533
EP: Machine PR: Louis XIII
FB: Standard DF: CRP-10533

CRP-10827
EP: Standard PR: M-Bead
FB: Standard DF: CRP-10827

CRP-10875
EP: Standard PR: Slant
FB: Standard DF: CRP-10875

CRP-10946
EP: Standard PR: Presidential
FB: Standard DF: CRP-10946

EP | Edge Profile  FB | Framing Bead  PR | Panel Raise  DF | Drawer Front
All products on this page are shown in alder with a harvest gold finish and a sable glaze.

**BARCELONA**
- **EP:** E-2  **PR:** 1" G-Cove
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** Barcelona

**CRP-10161**
- **EP:** C-2  **PR:** Reverse G-Cove
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** CRP-10161

**CRP-10797**
- **EP:** PRS-2  **PR:** Presidential
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** CRP-10797

**VERONA**
- **EP:** H-2  **PR:** 1/4" Plywood
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** Verona

**CRP-10A48**
- **EP:** J-2  **PR:** P-Raise
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** CRP-10A48
  - 1" thick shown

**STAFFORDSHIRE**
- **EP:** L-772  **PR:** P-320
- **FB:** Standard  **DF:** Staffordshire
  - 1" thick only
All products on this page are shown in cherry with a colonial finish and a sable glaze.

**LASALLE**

**MARQUIS**

**SAXONY**

**COTSWALD**

**MONACO**
EP: C-2  PR: RM  FB: Standard  DF: Monaco

**NEWBURY**
### Shaker Doors

**Albany**
- EP: Machine
- PR: Reverse G-Cove
- FB: Standard
- DF: Albany

**Amesbury**
- EP: L-149
- PR: Reverse G-Cove
- FB: Standard
- DF: Amesbury

**Fairhaven**
- EP: Machine
- PR: Reverse G-Cove
- FB: Standard
- DF: Fairhaven

**Churchill**
- PR: P-008
- FB: Ogee
- DF: Churchill

**Douglass**
- EP: V-2
- PR: Standard
- FB: Standard
- DF: Douglass

**Franklin**
- EP: Machine
- PR: Louis XIII
- FB: Elite
- DF: Franklin

---

*All Shaker products are shown in red oak with a nutmeg finish.*
MADISON
EP: L-149  PR: Reverse G-Cove
FB: Standard  DF: Madison

SHELDON
FB: Standard  DF: Sheldon

WINDHAM
EP: Standard  PR: Reverse G-Cove
FB: Standard  DF: Windham

HANCOCK
EP: B-2  PR: P-284
FB: Standard  DF: Hancock

LAFAYETTE
EP: C-2  PR: Standard
FB: Regular  DF: Lafayette

MONROE
EP: E-2  PR: Standard
FB: Ogee  DF: Monroe

All Statesman products are shown in walnut with a cordovan finish and a sable glaze.
All Contemporary products are shown in hard maple with a natural finish and brown glaze.

- **ASTORIA**
  - EP: Standard
  - PR: Standard
  - FB: Standard
  - DF: Astoria

- **SAVOY**
  - EP: Standard
  - PR: Standard
  - FB: Standard
  - DF: Savoy

- **FLUSH BATTEN**
  - EP: O
  - PR: Standard
  - FB: Standard
  - DF: Flush Batten

- **MONARCH SQUARE**
  - EP: L-149
  - PR: Louis XIII
  - FB: Elite
  - DF: Monarch Square

- **MONARCH CATHEDRAL**
  - EP: L-149
  - PR: Louis XIII
  - FB: Elite
  - DF: Monarch Square

- **CRP-10141**
  - EP: V-2
  - PR: P-008
  - FB: Standard
  - DF: CRP-10141
All Solid Oak (Wood in other finishes with Cherry Head)
Five-piece mitered doors and matching drawer fronts, accessories and wood components comprise this elegant offering of artistically beautiful, DLV based products. Imprësa’s Italian Impression Technology is the proprietary process used to create masterful reproductions of selected wood designs. This precise reproduction makes the DLV very realistic, closely resembling real wood and even containing the small imperfections and characteristics normally found in solid wood. Imprësa delivers product quality, visual attractiveness, and the ability to mix and match doors, accessories and components at an affordable price.

CORTINA MURANO

SAN MARINO

PARMA

SAN MARINO

Imprësa is a trademark of Imprësa Technologies, LLC, a joint venture of La Venus S.p.A. and Conestoga Wood Specialties Corporation.
Doors and drawers are our expertise and we will never forget this business is about giving customers what they want. So we offer options like mullions, grooved panels, pegs and wood appliance panels to enhance your kitchen or bath or to simply allow maximum design flexibility.
Craftsmanship and technology are combined, resulting in our *world-class* finishing *process*. With over 1,250 unique finish combinations, discriminating customers can choose exactly what they want. Every stained and glazed component is *hand-wiped* with careful attention to detail, then sealed and topcoated using a *state-of-the-art* process to lock in its tone, depth and clarity.
Conestoga offers **convenience** with the largest variety of specialty wood products available. With a broad **selection** of mouldings, valances, veneers, range hoods, front frames and more, these complementary products provide design flexibility, finish **consistency**, and simple sourcing. Naturally, every component we sell meets Conestoga’s industry-leading quality **standards**.
It’s the details that make a kitchen personal and special. They can create a signature look or simply provide the perfect finishing touches. Add the supple grace of Country French table legs, the unyielding strength of Greco Roman columns, or the gentle warmth of English Country bun feet. Incorporate corbels and wood ornaments to create a high-end look – all from a single source.
WOOD is Imperfect and UNPREDICTABLE

We try to make each customer’s experience with us as perfect and predictable as possible. Conestoga is known for high quality craftsmanship. We have mastered applying cutting-edge technology to the tried and true knowledge of woodworking. But, like our customers, we are still working with wood – with all its imperfections.

How do we deal with the inevitable challenges of a business built on wood? By our proprietary wood grading system that lets customers know exactly what to expect. By maintaining consistent lead times. By simply listening. Customers want to know that we are going to work with them to overcome their business challenges. We promise to do our best, knowing we build our business one delivery at a time.

Anthony Hahn, CEO
Conestoga Wood Specialties Corporation
WARRANTY

We warrant that all of our products are free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of shipment. Natural characteristics found in wood will not be considered defects. Wood will expand and contract in accordance with its environment. Please call for specific warranty information.

Photography in this catalog is for illustration purposes only. Actual wood color and finish may vary slightly due to the printing process. For accurate color selection, we recommend that you obtain a product sample.

Conestoga Wood Specialties reserves the right to change or modify our products as part of its ongoing product development.

Conestoga Wood Specialties Corporation is the leading supplier of custom cabinet doors and wood components. We sell our products to kitchen and bath manufacturers throughout the US, supporting them with high quality products and ethical business practices. At its core, Conestoga is a company of people who cares about and respects other people. Our complete and on-time delivery record – the best in the industry – is the reflection of our commitment to responsiveness and reliability for our customers.

Conestoga Wood Specialties Corporation
245 Reading Road
East Earl, PA 17519-0158
1-800-964-3667 | 1-717-445-6701
www.conestogawood.com